Cover legend: Slow activity transients (SATs) in infant rat visual cortex. SATs are the cortical activity induced in visual cortex by phase 3 retinal waves. Wide-band depth EEG recordings from layer 4 of a P10 rat show prominent infra-slow potentials containing beta-band (15-30 Hz) oscillations. A 120 s trace containing two SATs is shown in green. The background image is a Morlet-wavelet transform of the signal between 0.5 and 50 Hz (log scale) plotted using a black–red–yellow–white (low to high) color translation. This analysis shows the frequencies associated with neural events, including the prominent beta-band oscillations (red color surrounded by the green line) that exclusively occur during SATs. For exact x and y axes and for more information, see the article by Colonnese and Khazipov in this issue (pages 4325–4337).
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Erratum: In the article “Multiple Modes of Network Homeostasis in Visual Cortical Layer 2/3” by Arianna Maffei and Gina G. Turrigiano, which appeared on pages 4377–4384 of the April 23, 2008 issue, the incorrect version of Figure 5 was published. The correct version, displayed here, corresponds to the published figure legend and contains three additional panels.
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